Selective nuclear transport of the Drosophila morphogen dorsal can be established by a signaling pathway involving the transmembrane protein Toll and protein kinase A.
Establishment of dorsal-ventral polarity in the early Drosophila embryo requires a concentration gradient of the maternal morphogen dorsal (dl). This concentration gradient is established by selective nuclear transport of dl so that dl protein is present only in ventral nuclei. The activity of 11 genes is required for dl nuclear localization. One of these genes, Toll, encodes a transmembrane protein that appears to play the most direct role in regulating dl localization. We have examined the effects of Toll on dl in cotransfected Schneider cells to gain insight into the nature of the interaction between these proteins. We have found that Toll can enhance the nuclear localization of dl and, independently, the ability of dl to activate transcription once in the nucleus. We present evidence that the signaling pathway from Toll to dl involves protein kinase A (PKA) and that nuclear transport and activation of dl results from phosphorylation of dl by PKA. We discuss the significance of these results with respect both to Drosophila embryogenesis and to the regulation of the mammalian transcription factor NF-kappa B.